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Civilbuzz Alert 

                       India the country of love, culture and respect. Indian people celebrate all 

the festival. There is no any other country having such amount of Festivals. But while 

celebrating this and enjoying our lives, is we are missing something which is important? 

                       Diwali ,the biggest festival in India. Every member in family is gets excited 

about new dress, lots of farals and most important THE FIRECRACKER. 

                        Air pollution and Noise pollution During diwali period is approxiemately 

five times more than usual days. The current population of India is 1.252(2013). So we 

can imagine the amount of air as well as noise pollution is occur in India. 

                                                                                                                                                                   Image Source : timesofindia 

                     When we use firecracker the toxic gases are envolved in the atmosphere 

like carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, sulphur, phosphorus causes the severe disease 

like asthama, heart attack, different disease of lungs, difficuilty in breathing, temporary 

or permanent damfness and such many other disease. 

                    Fire cracker is the meaning less thing to spent money, it is enjoyable for the 

moment so why should destroy our mother nature for just few secong of enjoy . Take a 

pause, think on it. Everyone feels that our child should get good and healthy 

atmosphere, so its your responsibility to help to maintain the atmosphere good and 

healthy.  But this is all about us, what about that animals and birds which dies because 

of such a heavy noise pollution.  
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                                We wishes each other 

“happy diwali” is that is your “happy 

diwali”? Civilbuzz is trying to attract the 

attension of youth to this important issue, 

because they are the back bone of the 

country. If you celebrate this diwali as a 

polluted one, don’t worry, there are many 

in future, So Lets Begin to celebrate the 

Eco-friendly diwali.    

 

Following is the table showing the bad effects of the harmful material present in the 

firecracker.  

Chemical Impact 

Copper Irritation of respiratory track 

Cadmium Anemia and damage to kidney 

Lead  Affect the nervious system 

Magnesium Its dust and fumes cause metal fume fever 

Sodium  Reacts violently with moisture and can attack the skin 

Zinc Leads to vomiting 

Nitrate Could lead to mental impairement 

Nitrite Could lead to coma 
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Did you know? 

this diwali the air you inhell in your body is so 

polluted that properly this can make you 

unfit as after having 10 smoke in a one day 

  



 

 

 

Did You Know?

The person who make the firecrackers is die 

probably three

person 
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person who make the firecrackers is die 

three times earlier than average 
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Refrances: 

1. Times of india 

2. Zee news  

3. Diwali festival organization 

  

Join Us :  

Facebook Page : 

www.facebook.com/civilbuzzofficial 

Our website : 

www.civilbuzz.yolasite.com 


